
Twin Bisecting Loop Antenna
BY R. L. BRITTIN,- W9]BM

Constructing an effective antenna for the lower frequency bands has al
ways been a problem where space is limited. The author presents one
approach to achieving directivity on these bands with simple construction.

D URI N G my time as a ham operator and
experimenter I have held a lingering interest
in antenna designs which would conserve
space and yet perform with acceptable effici
ency. This approach is often dictated in the
case of mobile or portable installations or
when the real estate isn't large enough to sup
port a full scale antenna on the medium
frequency bands. Since loop antennas seem to
contain the greatest length of wire consistent
with maintaining minimum physical dimen
sions many of my experiments have centered
around this shape. Except for the bisecting
loops none have yielded the desired results.

I am advised that the basic principle of this
antenna is not new and is, in fact, in current
use. H owever, I have not known of it being
described or used by the amateur fraternity.
It may have a proper name but I have called
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Fig. l -Bosic configuration of the square design
Twin Bisecting Loo p Ante nna. .
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it twin bisecting loops because the description
fils.

As a mailer of interest and to more clearly
explain the concept, I will tell you how I hap
pened across it. I began with two wooden
cross members which afforded a winding size
about two or three feet square. Placing one
continuous turn of wire around the frame, I
explored its characteristics with an antenna
scope and grid dipper at one corner where the
two ends terminated. Resonant frequency 90
MHz, impedance 5 ohms. Replacing the
single turn with two continuous turns I still
measured 90 MHz but the impedance had in
creased to 20 ohms; understandable since the
turns were very closely coupled.

I next separated the two turns physically
and the resonant frequency dropped to 45
MHz. The solution was obvious, two loops in
series, bisecting each other at right angles to
minimize mutual coupling, would form a full
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Fig. 2- Radiation from the antenna is sharply bl
directional from the apex of like-polarized ele
ments.
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wave antenna with no single leg longer than
1/8 wave length.
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Fig. 3-(A) For more convenient construction, the
antenna was re-shaped to the triangular scheme
shown here . (8) At the e xpense of having the feed
po int at the top, still more conve nie nt construction
con be had by inverting the antenna. An extra
advantage is thot the high-eurrenf portion of the

antenna is e levated.

Construction

The total length of the antenna wire is
critical but runs about the same for either
square or triangular loops. My 40 meter tri
angular antenna measures 136 fl. at 7300
kHz, and 137 ft. at 7250 kHz. For triangu'ar
construction the tip to tip length of the
spreaders can be estimated by multiplying the
total length of the antenna wire by the factor
0.2072. The distance from the tip of the boom
to the point where it attaches to the spreaders
is one half of this length. Use the multiplier
0. 1464 to find the inclined leg of the V. In
the square loop design the spreaders and

The Square Loop Antenna
The design is illustrated at fig. 1. Notice

that the second loop begins its plane at the
half way point in the first loop. Phasing will
not be proper if you complete the first loop
before changing planes. Notice the arrows
indicating current flow. Each leg is 1/8 wave
long, the voltage node of each loop appears
at the top and the current node at the bottom.
Limited tests here indicate that most of the
energy is contained in a single doughnut pat
tern wh ich cuts through the cen ter of the
antenna, vertically, half way be tween ele
ments of the same polarity. See fig. 2. It ap
pears somewhat elliptical with maximum field
up and down in relation to fig. I. The entire
array may be placed on its side and rotated
for horizontal or vertical polarization. Being
a balanced system it does not rely on ground
to complete its circuit. Impedance at the feed
point is about 15 ohms.

Triangular Loops

Where space permits it appeared logical to
reshape the loops into right triangles as shown
in fig. 3. This lengthens the legs in which
maximum current is flowing and shortens the
vertical boom. I went one step further and
built my 40 meter version upside down with
the feed at the top. This gets the current nodes
into the air and places the spreaders at the
bottom. This is more easily constructed and
not so top heavy. Spreaders are then not

I essential as the elements can be draped down
from a single pole on four equally spaced guy
ropes. With this arrangement the radiating
sections somewhat rese mble two Inverted V
antennas mounted in perpendicular planes.
The matching network is difficult to reach but
it tunes broadly and can easily be pre-tuned
before installation by loading it with a 15 ohm
non-inductive resistor. The 52 ohm coax line
drops down the center support. The fre
que ncy of the antenna may be lowered for
spotting by adding some slight capacitance
between the two voltage nodes or by moving
the nodes closer together. The angle formed
by the V at the current nodes has a pro
nounced effect on feed point impedance. A
90· angle results in a 15 ohm feed. Widening
the angle raises the impedance. Closing the
angle lowers the impedance.
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2-METER CRYSTALS
TIle fi nest crystals JlU can put to WlIIt f r
you come from Bomar! Pnclslu lAund,
hll11ly active quartz . •. each crystal u 
ceeds FCC reJUlatlons for frequency toler
ance by 40%. With a Bomar crystal you're
rllht In the middle of the channel with
clearer sll nals and no drift! LOlli life Is
assured by hermetic seallnl willi Inaredient
Oouble-H.

AVAILABLE FOR THESE
2-METER TRANSCEIVERS

Drake ML, TR-22
Rege ncy HR-2
Standard SRC 826
Swan FM2X
Varitronics FDFM-2, FDFM-2S, IC2F
Unimetrics Min i Vox III

1 WEEK TO 10 DAY DELIVERY
DIRECT TO YOUR HOME

SEE YOUR DEALER FOR
lOW· COST CRYSTAL CERTIFICATES

Ma il certificate wi th channe l fre
quency desired. We'll ' rush your
crystal to your address. Crystals
for rnanyfrequencles in your area
ava ilable in STOCK at your dealer.

WRITE FOR NAME OF NEAREST OEALER

CRYSTALS
the "longplaying" crystals

BOMAR CRYSTAL COMPANY
201 Blackford Ave., Middlesex, N. J. 08846

Phone eon 356-7787
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Fig. 4-Simple L-network matching unit may be
built in a pla stic box and mounted at the antenna
feed point. Ca pa ci tor C need only be a mica cern
pression trimmer since voltage at that point is low.

boom are all the same length. Use 0.1772 for
the multiplier.

The matching network is slightly uncon
ventional as shown in fig . 4. This arrange
ment, although not actually balanced, does
uncouple the coaxial shield fro m the element.
My network is built in a small plastic box.
The joints and capacitor adjusting screw are
sealed with glazers putty. The voltage is low
at this point and I use a small Elmenco mica
compression padder condenser.

Tuning
The reactive values for Land Care 23 and

32.5 ohms respectively at the operating fre
quency. Table I lists the approximate values
for several bands. I was able to pre-tune on
the bench by cutting the transmitter drive as
low as possible, using the S.W.r. bridge on the
lowest range and applying power intermit
tently to avoid overheating the 15 ohm
dummy load.

Antenna enthusiasts will enjoy work ing
with this design and will find the results
pleasing. It would seem that , properly spaced
off the ground, it would provide a high angle
pattern for short skip on the low bands. The
10 meter model is very interesting. In the
square configuration each leg is about 4 ft.
long, small enough to hand hold while you
aim and rotate it to explore the directional
features. On 2 meters it would be easy to
stack several on one boom to study the effect
on directivity. . •

Band C (mmf) l (uhl Coil

10 175 0.13 61. B& W 3001
20 350 0 .26 81. B & W 3005
40 700 0.52 8 I. B& W 3006
80 1400 1.04 161.B&W3006

Table I-Approximate values for C and l in fig. 4
for typical h.f. bands.
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